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“Secret Sister is compulsively readable. I defy anyone not to race through the pages to find out what happens
to Cathy and Nick — and Nick and Roxanne!" Patricia Gaffney, New York Times Best-selling author of The
Saving Graces

“Lovers of women’s fiction have a new must-read! Secret Sister by Emelle Gamble has it all . . . romance,
drama, and suspense . . . I could not put it down.” Beth Harbison, New York Time’s best-selling author of
Chose The Wrong Guy, Gave Him The Wrong Finger and Shoe Addicts Anonymous

To their friends, Nick and Cathy Chance have the perfect marriage. High school sweethearts who’ve been
together for ten years, they’ve weathered challenges and are as committed as they were when they first fell in
love. Cathy trusts Nick, Nick’s world revolves around his wife, and the future looks golden.

To everyone who knows them, Cathy Chance and Roxanne Ruiz have a perfect friendship. They connected
in grade school and since then have been each other’s confidant and trusted advisor. Cathy loves the
gorgeous Roxanne like a sister, Roxanne has fun-loving Cathy’s back in every situation, though lately there’s
been tension between these two best friends . . .

And then, on a sunny summer morning, the unthinkable occurs, throwing into doubt the truth of what each of
these people really know about themselves and one another.

Will Roxanne’s sacrifice be too little, and too late? Should Nick’s love for his wife be strong enough to risk
trusting his heart more than logic? Can Cathy’s devotion to Nick give her enough strength to convince him to
see her for who she really is?

SECRET SISTER proves how strong, how stubborn, and how trustworthy love can be as Nick and Cathy and
Roxanne are challenged to overcome the secrets, the lies . . . and one extraordinary twist of fate that turns
their lives upside down.
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From reader reviews:

Marie Aultman:

The book Secret Sister can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So just why
must we leave the best thing like a book Secret Sister? A few of you have a different opinion about
publication. But one aim this book can give many information for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try
to closer with the book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, it is possible to give for each other; you
could share all of these. Book Secret Sister has simple shape however you know: it has great and massive
function for you. You can search the enormous world by available and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

Jerry Raminez:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With reading through you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world could share their
idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their reader with their story or
maybe their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the
information about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your young ones, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors these days always try to improve
their expertise in writing, they also doing some study before they write for their book. One of them is this
Secret Sister.

Joshua Cameron:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because if you are reading a book mainly book entitled Secret
Sister your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe
unfamiliar for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a book then
become one type conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get before. The Secret Sister giving
you a different experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful facts for your better
life with this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind will probably be
pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this extraordinary
wasting spare time activity?

Sheila Messina:

Reserve is one of source of expertise. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students and also
native or citizen want book to know the revise information of year to help year. As we know those
publications have many advantages. Beside we all add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the world.
By book Secret Sister we can consider more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? To get creative
person must choose to read a book. Simply choose the best book that suitable with your aim. Don't always be
doubt to change your life with that book Secret Sister. You can more attractive than now.
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